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flight advisor Test Flight Danger Zone Avoiding the risks of flutter ROBER T R OS SIE R



ilots making any type of test flight have a lot to think about. Whether it’s a new amateur-built airplane, a restoration, or even a minor repair to a tried and trusted airplane, a test flight can put us squarely in the danger zone. Among the many problems that can arise is a condition called flutter. Flutter occurs when a part of the aircraft structure—fixed or movable—begins to oscillate or vibrate in response to some combination of aerodynamic inputs, mass (weight) distribution, and airspeed. Despite the sense that a structure is rigid, many parts of an aircraft will bend or flex in response to the stresses of flight. As long as that flexing motion is dampened, and remains within the structural limits of the components involved, the danger is minimal. Sometimes, however, an imbalance in the structure causes the oscillation to continue or even grow worse. If the oscillation worsens, structural failure may result, potentially compromising the flight characteristics of the aircraft. Such an occurrence could signal a pivotal moment in a pilot’s career. If you’ve ever left a seat belt harness hanging outside the closed door of your airplane, then you may already have a sense about this phenomenon called flutter. The seemingly harmless length of nylon webbing goes unnoticed as it trails in the slipstream until a critical speed is reached and it begins to flap or flutter. At that point, the loose end beats on the aircraft’s aluminum skin like a drum, and it can sound like the aircraft is about to be ripped to shreds. While a flapping seat belt strap can be startling, the
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problem is much more serious when the fluttering involves a control surface or a lifting surface. Flutter in something like an aileron, elevator, or even a trim tab can result in ripping the affected control surface clean off the airframe, leaving the hapless pilot to sort out the modified aerodynamics and a whole new flight regime. If a large enough piece of the aircraft becomes separated, the jig may well be up.



Flutter Tales Aircraft accidents and incidents involving flutter are relatively few and far between, but the potential consequences of flutter give us pause nonetheless. What’s more, the circumstances under which flutter can occur are surprisingly varied. In one case, a Cessna 150 experienced flutter due to an accumulation of water that had frozen inside an aileron—hardly a situation the average pilot would anticipate. Over the years, a number of incidents and accidents related to flutter have occurred under a variety of conditions and circumstances, and it pays to be aware of them. What we consider to be the normal effects of aircraft aging can bring about conditions conducive to flutter. Rod-end bearings and bell cranks wear, cables stretch, and bolts loosen, all of which can make controls loose and sloppy, and more prone to flutter. While such conditions are readily remedied, sometimes the aging process causes less obvious but potentially more serious problems. For example, the foam-core elevator trim tabs found on some older



Flutter is serious business. Although some pilots have successfully dealt with flutter problems on test flights, it is not unusual for flutter to result in a loss of control of the aircraft.
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Cessna 206, 207, and 210 models are susceptible to internal corrosion. When internal corrosion goes unchecked, it can cause the control rod to detach, and the free-ﬂoating trim tab can enter a condition of ﬂutter, particularly at high speed. Over the years, this problem has plagued a number of pilots and airplanes. The number of service difﬁculty reports (SDRs) issued on the corrosion of these elevator trim tabs, many of which included reports of vibrations during ﬂight, forced the FAA on January 20, 2005, to issue Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin CE-05-27. This bulletin addresses potential problems with foamﬁlled elevator trim tabs in such Cessna series airplanes. Flutter has also been associated with some variations of the Beechcraft Model 35 and Bonanza, in particular the Vtail models. The underlying problem can involve a variety of separate but related issues, including ruddervator balance and airframe stiffness. If the ruddervator is not with-



in speciﬁed weight and balance limits, the control surfaces can enter a condition of ﬂutter at higher airspeeds, causing violent shaking of the tail and airframe. Without sufﬁcient stiffness, the stabilizers and empennage can ﬂex beyond allowable limits, resulting in separation of the empennage skins from the airframe, not to mention separation of the control surfaces from the tail. It has also been suspected that vibration from an unbalanced propeller can resonate in the aircraft structure, adding to the excitation and vibration of the airframe. What some pilots and aircraft owners may not realize is that simply repainting can add sufﬁcient weight to unbalance the ruddervators and make them susceptible to ﬂutter. Several airworthiness directives have been issued pertaining to conditions that could result in ﬂutter for these aircraft. Amateur-built aircraft have also been victims of ﬂutter.
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flight advisor Among the problems for aircraft builders is failure to construct components to speciﬁcation. Experience has shown that variations in the shape, stiffness, and mass distribution from the designer’s speciﬁcations can alter control surfaces’ aerodynamics and cause ﬂutter. For example, failure to balance the elevators on a Rutan VariEze per the kit manufacturer’s instructions has resulted in ﬂutter and in-ﬂight separation of the elevator. Poor bonding techniques in composite structures of various amateur-built aircraft have also resulted in ﬂaws that either caused or succumbed to ﬂutter.



Prevention Is the Cure Flutter is serious business. Although some pilots have successfully dealt with ﬂutter problems on test ﬂights, it is not unusual for ﬂutter to result in a loss of control of the aircraft. However, there are steps we can take to minimize the risk or avoid it altogether. These apply whether we’re preparing to ﬂy an amateur-built, restored, or otherwise repaired aircraft. The ﬁrst rule for amateur builders is to follow the instructions carefully and make certain all aircraft components conform to the design. Kit manufacturers often go to great lengths to ensure that builders receive the most recent design improvements and modiﬁcations, and are aware of potential building problems. Builders should stay in contact with their kit manufacturer to make certain they receive the latest information. For some aircraft designs or modiﬁcations, it may be advisable to perform ground testing of the aircraft to identify potential ﬂutter problems. According to AC-23.629.1B (Means of Compliance with Title 14 CFR, part 23, §23.629, Flutter), this can involve a number of methods, including vibration testing of the aircraft or taking physical measurements used as input for mathematical analysis or computer modeling. Oftentimes, minor modiﬁcations are sufﬁcient to cure a potential ﬂutter problem. An EAA ﬂight advisor can provide assistance or 100
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direction regarding ground-testing procedures and equipment. For production aircraft, especially older ones, be certain to comply with all airworthiness directives (ADs) and service bulletins. Often, a design deﬁciency is not recognized until considerable time has been put on enough airframes of a particular make and model. Although compliance with service bulletins is not mandatory, it can greatly enhance safety and help avoid potential problems. Preﬂight carefully and thoroughly, especially when preparing for a test ﬂight. Look for excessive play in hinges, bell cranks, and control rod ends, and replace worn components before trouble develops. Whether an aircraft is a production model or amateurbuilt, make certain that all ﬂight control cables are properly installed and tensioned. Loose control cables are a common cause of ﬂutter problems. Look for any signs of cracked, twisted, wrinkled, or otherwise deformed skin or components that may suggest they have been the victim of ﬂutter, and resolve any such problems before ﬂight. A word to the wise pilot is to go slowly. Although ﬂutter can occur at just about any airspeed, including at or near rotation, it is more common and perhaps more dangerous at higher speeds. In some instances, a speed increase of merely one-quarter knot can be enough to induce ﬂutter. Be aware that environmental conditions such as turbulence can also cause aerodynamic inputs that destabilize a component and bring on a vibration or ﬂutter problem at lower than normal airspeeds. Pilots are also warned to pay close attention to sounds and sensations during a test ﬂight, as well as during routine ﬂights. While the vibration induced by ﬂutter may be severe and the noise loud and alarming, some forms of flutter can be much less obvious. Even a slight buzzing of a control can be an indicator of a ﬂutter prob-



Emergency Procedures Pilots who encounter ﬂutter need to take immediate action. While the particular procedure to be followed may vary from one make/model to another, the Flutter section of the Beechcraft Single Engine (Piston) Safety Information Guide provides some basic guidance regarding the occurrence of excessive vibration in the controls. The following is excerpted from that publication. If an excessive vibration, particularly in the control column and rudder pedals, is encountered in ﬂight, this may be the onset of ﬂutter and the procedure to follow is: • Immediately reduce airspeed (lower the landing gear if necessary). • Restrain the controls of the airplane until the vibration ceases. • Fly at the reduced airspeed and land at the nearest suitable airport. • Have the airplane inspected for airframe damage, control surface attaching hardware condition/ security, trim tab free play, proper control cable tension, and control surface balance by a mechanic who is fully qualiﬁed. Consult your approved airplane ﬂight manual or other manufacturer instructions for further guidance regarding procedures for a ﬂutter emergency. lem, and the problem could grow worse with time. Finally, don’t put off resolving potential or suspected problems. There’s an old saying that if it ﬂew in, it will ﬂy out, but don’t be too cavalier. The damage caused by ﬂutter can be signiﬁcant and seriously affect the airworthiness of the aircraft. As pilots, we have plenty to worry about, but by taking the proper precautions, we can avoid some of the danger zone.



SHARE YOUR FLIGHT ADVISOR STORY E-mail your FA success stories to [email protected], with FA as the subject.
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